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Management Solutions
Professional consulting services

Management Solutions is an international consulting Firm, established as a global
partnership, whose core mission is to deliver business, risk, financial, organization and
process-related advisory services, targeted at both functional aspects and the
implementation of related technologies. 

Management Solutions operates in a matrix organizational structure, managed on a
global basis, which combines different industries:

 Financial institutions
 Energy
 Telecommunications

with the following core competences:

 Strategy
 Sales and Marketing Management
 Transformation: Organization and Processes
 Risk Management and Control
Management and Financial Information
 New Technologies

Management Solutions has a multidisciplinary workforce of 2,500 professionals,
bringing together mathematical and methodological skills (mathematicians, physicists,
statisticians, etc., specialized in data science for finance), business-oriented skills
(business administration, management, economics, law) and technical skills
(telecommunications, systems and computer science engineers).
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Permanent Presence

Regular Activity

MS operates in more than 40 countries in Europe, the Americas, Asia and Africa
through 29 established offices:

Europe Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, La Coruña, London, Frankfurt, Paris,
Amsterdam, Oslo, Warsaw, Zurich, Milan, Rome, Lisbon

Americas New York, Boston, Atlanta, Birmingham, Houston, San Juan de Puerto
Rico, Mexico City, Medellin, Bogota, Quito, Sao Paulo, Lima, Santiago
de Chile, Buenos Aires

Asia Beijing

…from where we serve customers operating in other countries in Europe
(Netherlands, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland,
Andorra, etc.); the Americas (Canada, Panama, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Venezuela, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, etc.);
Asia (Singapore, Turkey, India, etc.); and Africa (Senegal, Equatorial Guinea, etc.).

All our professionals are managed on a global basis (no third party staff). This means
that, regardless of their original or current location, all professionals in Management
Solutions are available to travel to any country to serve our clients, which qualifies us
as a truly global and flexible firm.
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At Management Solutions, we work with our clients to turn their goals into tangible
realities, from strategic orientation to actual implementation of technological
requirements (Making things happen).

Our engagement teams can offer specific, committed solutions for implementation and
start-up. Our ability to meet the global requirements of a project is primarily what makes
us so different. We can lead the different phases building up to the success of a project,
from the initial strategic reappraisal, through the functional, organizational and
operational phases to actual implementation.

Strategy 

We assist the Management of our clients in their strategic decisions, providing our view
of the challenges they face, both from a global perspective (trends, best practices, etc.)
and from the standpoint of each individual company (alternative courses of action,
planning, recommendations for implementation, etc.).

 Corporate strategy
 Strategic planning
Management models (business and service functions)
Mergers, acquisition and/or sale of businesses 
 Plans for integration or segregation 
 Distribution models (omnichannel)

Sales and Marketing Management

We design and develop commercial efficiency, multichannel and business intelligence
programs, thereby supporting our clients in their growth efforts.

 Customer experience (customer journeys)
Marketing systems (acquisition, engagement, retention)
 Segmentation and business intelligence
Marketing datamarts
 Analytical and operational CRM 
Mystery Shopping

Management and Financial Information

We address information requirements for management purposes, validating, modifying
and establishing the origin/sources of information, defining transformation processes
(calculations and metrics) and taking part in the technology roll-out process required
for effective implementation.

 Financial information frameworks
 Financial planning
Management Information Systems (MIS)
 Financial accounting and consolidation systems
Management dashboards
 Analytical profit systems
 Budgeting systems
 Cost accounting

Core Competences
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Risk Management and Control

We provide the best solutions to effectively manage and control the risks associated
with doing business: credit, market, operational, liquidity, structural, reputational,
conduct, model, business, and other risks, and provide an integrated view of them (and
of their impact on capital requirements or provisions).

 Credit risk (models, engines, DWHs, reporting) 
Market risk
 Structural risk (interest rates, FX, liquidity) and actuarial
 Operational and non prudential risks (Conduct, Model Risk, Reputational,

Strategic etc.)
 Enterprise wide risk management (EWRM), capital, RAR and pricing

Transformation: Organization and Processes

We approach our clients' transformation projects from a three-fold perspective:
functional, organizational and technological – achieving significant improvements in
the effectiveness and control of the tasks performed; increased user and customer
satisfaction, and appropriate cost reductions.

 Organizational and governance models
 Efficiency (marketing and operational)
 Benchmarking (metrics for sizing)
 Processes and services reengineering with a focus on efficiency, 

control and quality.
 Operational excellence certification
 Digital transformation 
 Data, reporting and model governance

New Technologies

We specialize in defining and implementing the technology which is most suitable for
the needs and possibilities of each organization and help them to design data and
reporting governance frameworks.

 Development of proprietary solutions (MIR– risk reporting, SIRO– op risk,
Paladin– AML, etc.)

 Software selection and implementation
 Architecture, infrastructure and communications
 PMO for monitoring IT projects
 Knowledge management
Mobile/internet solutions
 PMO for IT project implementation
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Management Solutions structures all its practices into industry groups, integrated by
professionals who work exclusively for clients in the industry covered by each group
(Financial institutions, Energy and Telecommunications).

Financial institutions

Management Solutions caters for the whole range of players in this market: banks,
insurers, investment companies, financial institutions. Based on their in-depth
knowledge of the industry and their experience in it, our professionals are more than
prepared to meet any current challenge.

All our areas of specialty can be brought into play in this practice. Additionally, we
have developed certain services that address industry-specific requirements. Especially
noteworthy are our services in wholesale banking (Treasury, Capital Markets, Asset
Management, Payment Methods…), business and retail banking (distribution models,
knowledge of customer, customer’s multi-channel behavior and experience…),
management of financial business risks (in any of its facets), optimization of equity,
and regulatory compliance (Basel II, money laundering, etc.).

Energy

At Management Solutions, we help to maximize each company’s core business and
join the company in its diversification challenges by optimizing its potential and
taking account of the structural impacts on its organization. In order to achieve
success, we help clients in redesigning their value chain in terms of operational
excellence and technological innovation, as well as appropriate management of their
cost structure and risks.

Telecommunications

Management Solutions works with agents operating in this industry by identifying
new services in line with the strategy and assets of each company, designing and
developing operational excellence projects and converting the information into
business knowledge to obtain an optimal "time to market" in the dynamic electronic
communications industry.

The Firm also dedicates resources to other industries, specifically focusing on the
market leaders in each industry (Consumer and Industry, Government and
Construction).

Management Solutions structures all its practices into
industry groups, integrated by professionals who work

exclusively for clients in the industry covered by each group 

Industries
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Management Solutions
Germany and Austria
MS Germany (Management Solutions Deutschland GmbH), with base in Frankfurt am
Main, is one of the 24 main offices of Management Solutions and a key pillar in the
development of its business consulting activity, with long-term relationships with
leading financial institutions and corporates as preferred partner.

It currently has a multidisciplinary team of over 50 consultants, backed by the whole
team of professionals from other European and American MS offices.

It also maintains a close relationship with the European Central Bank, especially the
Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) structure and the DG Statistics, which
acknowledge Management Solutions as a highly qualified provider of professional
services.

Management Solutions’ global Research & Development team is also based in
Frankfurt, from where it serves the Firm and its clients providing quality assurance in
data science, regulation and economic analysis.

For further information please contact:

Javier Calvo Martín
Partner
javier.calvo.martin@msgermany.com.de

Francisco Pérez Calurano
Partner
francisco.perez.calurano@msgermany.com.de

Carlos Martín Orozco
Partner
carlos.martin.orozco@msgermany.com.de

Bockenheimer Landstraße 51-53
60325 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
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All rights reserved. Cannot be reproduced, distributed, publicly disclosed, converted, totally or partially, freely or with a charge, in any way or procedure, without the express written authorization of
Management Solutions. 

The information contained in this publication is merely to be used as a guideline. Management Solutions shall not be held responsible for the use which could be made of this information by third
parties. Nobody is entitled to use this material except by express authorization of Management Solutions.

Management Solutions, Professional Consulting Services

Management Solutions is an international consulting firm whose core mission is to
deliver business, risk, financial, organisation, technology and process-related advisory
services.

For further information please visit www.managementsolutions.com

Follow us at:

© Management Solutions. 2020
All rights reserved
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